Prediction of tablet properties based on near infrared spectra of raw mixed powders by chemometrics: Scale-up factor of blending and tableting processes.
The purpose of this research was to develop a method of prediction based on near-infrared (NIR) spectra of raw mixed powders before compression by using chemometrical means. The effect of the difference in scale up using a pilot-scale mixing machine and a continuous tableting machine was studied. The formulation consisted of sulpyrine, microcrystalline cellulose, and 1% magnesium stearate. Tablets were obtained in lab-scale and plot-scale experiments. Mixing was performed in 1 and 100 L, respectively. NIR spectra of the raw mixed powders were taken using a NIR spectrometer. The mixed powders were compressed by a compression tester and eccentric-type tableting machine. Tablet hardness in both the lab- and pilot-scale experiments decreased with a increase in mixing time. The variance of tablet mass was evaluated as a coefficient of variation (CV) of tablet weight, and decreased with prolonged mixing. The hardness and CV were evaluated based on the NIR spectra of the raw powdered materials by principal component regression (PCR) in both lab-scale and pilot-scale experiments. The minimum standard errors of cross-validation could be realized by using six- and four principal component models, respectively. Calibration models to evaluate both tablet hardness and CV were obtained based on the NIR spectra of raw mixed powders by using PCR.